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ABSTRACT

Full coverage effusion cooling was numerically investigated by means of conjugate heat transfer (CHT) computational fluid dynamics (CFD) for an array of effusion cooling holes in order to maximise the overall cooling effectiveness for a fixed coolant mass flow rate G, kg/m². The baseline case study consisted of a 152x152x6.35mm perforated wall with a 300 K, 0.18 kg/m² coolant flow through a square array of 90° effusion holes. The plate was mounted in a 770 K duct crossflow. The numerical model was validated against the experimental work of Andrews et al. (1990) and showed a maximum disagreement between the prediction and the experimental data of 3%. The effects of three geometrical parameters, i.e. the inclination of the holes, the pitch in X direction and the pitch in Y direction, on the overall cooling effectiveness were investigated without varying the coolant flow rate. The inclination of the effusion holes was varied between -33° and +33° from the plane of the plate, while the pitch in both directions was varied between 10.64mm and 19.76mm. The numerical investigation was performed using the commercial software ANSYS Workbench following a design of experiments approach. The geometrical modifications were obtained automatically in the CFD solver ANSYS Fluent for each design point by means of the RBF Morph software. This avoided the manual modification of the geometry and the subsequent mesh generation. The optimised configuration was obtained considering the maximisation of the average overall cooling effectiveness as a goal and a chosen minimum value for the local cooling effectiveness of 0.4 as the constraint. The results showed that the inclination of the effusion holes and the pitch in the Y direction have a greater impact on the cooling effectiveness than the pitch in the X direction, up to 17%, 28% and 5% from the baseline, respectively, within the range of values considered. An optimal combination of the three parameters was determined.

INTRODUCTION

One of the major means of achieving high performance turbines has been to increase the thermal efficiency of the engine using higher turbine entry temperatures. Better cooling techniques are required to maintain the combustor and turbine blade metal walls at acceptable temperatures. Film cooling is an effective method for turbine blade and nozzle wall cooling, but the air flow required for this lessens the thermal efficiency, as all of the compressor work on this air is not recovered in the turbine expansion. The minimisation of the proportion of the mass of compressor air used for film cooling is one of the challenges for future gas turbine engine design. The present work is focused on effusion cooling designs that enable the coolant mass flow to be minimised and was carried out with gas turbine combustor cooling as the design objective.

For combustors a plenum chamber air feed to effusion cooling holes is common and this was the basis of previous work on effusion cooling by Andrews and co-workers [14-17]. They extensively investigated experimentally the effusion film cooling on a conjugate heat transfer basis for practical gas turbine geometrical configurations. Their experimental designs were for combustor liner effusion cooling, but their results have relevance to turbine blade cooling. They measured the temperature of the crossflow gas in the effusion film cooling boundary layer at a point close to the wall to deduce a pseudo adiabatic film cooling effectiveness, as well as measuring the overall cooling effectiveness. All of their work was carried out with a plenum duct feed of the effusion air, which is a common combustor wall cooling air supply method in industrial gas turbines.

Improved fuel economy, specific power and lower NOx emission levels has been the main driving force for the continuing demand for high performance gas turbines. Primarily, a high performance gas turbine is achieved by increasing the thermal efficiency of the engine. However, this is somewhat a conflicting goal as the increasing thermal efficiency requires increased turbine entry temperatures (TET) which usually generate higher NOx emissions and generally
requires more wall cooling air mass flow. This additional wall cooling air is taken from the combustor airflow and this increases NOx, as the combustor primary zone operates hotter [2]. The literature on film cooling of gas turbines is focused on single rows of film cooling holes, while effusion cooling has received relatively less attention. Effusion cooling combines good film cooling with good internal wall heat transfer and has the potential for high cooling performance with reduced cooling air mass flow. Effusion cooling has applications for turbine blade cooling and for low NOx combustor wall cooling [2].

There are two ways of reducing the coolant mass flow rate: improving the effectiveness of film cooling and improving the effectiveness of the overall cooling, which relates to the hole array design and the internal wall cooling. Inclined cylindrical hole injection was introduced to reduce the jet momentum normal to the cooled wall surface, as a means of improving the film cooling performance [3, 4]. The majority of these studies on film cooling utilise 30° or 35° injection angles. The poor transverse spread of the jet was the main weakness and this was the principle reason for the poor surface average film cooling performance of inclined film cooling holes.

Andrews and co-workers [5, 6, 7, and 8] have investigated experimentally the conjugate heat transfer in metal effusion walls. This is directly related to heat transfer in round holes, where the thermal development in the pipe entry regions dominates short hole heat transfer. Hot wall measurement techniques were shown to give good agreement with classic short hole heat transfer data. A further component of the heat transfer in the effusion wall is the acceleration of the coolant flow across the surface of the wall as it enters the hole.

One of the earliest experimental studies of effusion cooling on a conjugate heat transfer basis was reported by Esfar [9]. He found that, for the hot gas and coolant air supply temperatures of 1800 K and 811 K, respectively, the temperature rise of the coolant jet at the exit of the hole was about 250 K. Thus the exiting jet temperature would be 1061 K and the density ratio would be reduced from 2.2 to 1.7. Conjugate heat transfer experimental measurements for effusion cooling are rare and the only work similar to that of Andrews and co-workers [10, 11] is that of Kasagi [12] and Kumada et al. [13].

Yavuzkurt et al. [18] measured the turbulence and velocity profiles over an effusion film cooling flat plate. They found that the turbulence kinetic energy level within the boundary layer decreases with an increase in blowing ratio (M) due to the low velocity gradients at high M. The flow field of effusion film cooling jets was investigated by Scrittore et al. [19]. They demonstrated that sparsely spaced effusion cooling holes had a unique scalable velocity profile.

Harrington et al. [20] investigated the effects of the mainstream turbulence on the effusion film cooling performance. Short normal injection holes, similar to those employed by Andrews and co-workers [21-23], were used in their studies. They found that high mainstream turbulence reduced the film cooling performance more at low blowing ratios than at high blowing ratios with jet lift-off. The present predictions were for a high turbulence in the crossflow, created by a grid plate upstream of the test section.

Jeromin et al. [24] calculated the heat transfer coefficient of an effusion wall with a staggered hole array. The numerical results of their heat transfer coefficients demonstrated a good match with the experimental data for low blowing ratios. The present work did not investigate square and staggered hole arrays, but did investigate the transverse pitch Y of the holes for a fixed axial pitch X.

The need to accurately quantify cooling performance of real metal blades and combustor walls has led to the renewed interest in conjugate heat transfer studies by several gas turbine film cooling workers [25-29]. However, to our knowledge, there have been no previous conjugate heat transfer predictions of experimental hot wall data that separates the adiabatic film cooling from the overall cooling effectiveness and used CFD for the optimization of the design. Simulation driven design is growing as an effective approach toward complex industrial and research applications. A very well established calculation workflow consists in the set-up of a high fidelity Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) model that has first to be validated against experiment results with convergence checks. Such a baseline model can then become parametric with respect to shape using mesh morphing. It can then be used to drive the optimization of the design using advanced computational tools. For the latter task metamodelling, i.e. evaluation of system response using a Design of Experiment (DOE) table interpolation to chase optimal configurations, is nowadays a standard practice.

Parameterization of the shape is one of the most delicate things to tackle and mesh morphing is emerging as a meaningful approach to have parametric shape directly at the CFD model level. New shapes are generated by deforming the mesh of the baseline CFD model, i.e. just updating nodal positions, which requires a negligible computational time compared to any remeshing procedure. Importantly, preserving the same mesh structure eliminates the remeshing noise that can be confused with the effect of the design parameters.

Several algorithms have been explored for this task. A common and well-established technique, the Free Form Deformation (FFD) [30] method, deforms volumes and controls their shape using a trivariate Bernstein polynomial. The method is meshless, so it can be easily implemented in parallel partitioned meshes with hybrid elements.

It allows the definition of new interesting shapes but it lacks accurate local surface control. Such accurate control can be achieved using mesh-based methods, for example in the pseudo solid method [31], where an elastic FEM solution is used to propagate the deformation inside. Parallel implementations can in this case be difficult and extra effort is required when surface movements are not known in advance. The meeting point between these two approaches can be achieved using Radial Basis Functions (RBF) interpolation that combines the benefits of a meshless method with great precision. In this case the RBF morphing field is interpolated using a cloud of points with given displacements. Even if there is interesting research demonstrating that RBF can be successfully adopted for the deformation of CFD meshes [32, 33], their numerical cost has limited their application in the past (direct solution grows by N^3 where N is the number of RBF centres). The first industrial implementation of RBF mesh morphing was introduced in 2009.
with the software RBF Morph [34] that comes with a fast RBF solver for the bi-harmonic kernel whose performance scales as $N^{1.6}$. A complete description of the tool is given in [35] while examples of applications can be found in Caridi and Wade [36], Cella and Biancolini [37], Khondge and Sovani [38] and Biancolini et. Al [39].

The aforementioned numerical approach is explored in the present study with the aims to validate conjugate heat transfer effusion cooling predictions, so that the procedures are applicable to any engine configuration. The CFD procedures are validated against experimental data and include the modelling of a gas tracer to simultaneously separate the surface distribution of the adiabatic film cooling from the overall cooling effectiveness, which could not be measured on the experimental test rig.

The validated numerical model is then parameterized with respect to its shape so that pitch can be continuously varied both in the X and Y directions; an offset in the inclination of the holes (identical for all ones) is introduced as the third design parameter. A fully automated workflow permits evaluation of the effect of shape on the synthetic performances of the system represented by the average overall effectiveness, the average adiabatic effectiveness, the maximum overall effectiveness and the maximum adiabatic effectiveness.

**GEOMETRY INVESTIGATED:**

This study investigated the geometry presented in [1]. Full coverage effusion cooling was studied for a square array of 90\textdegree effusion cooling holes with a plenum chamber air supply to the coolant holes. Active cooling was used with metal walls and 300 K effusion cooling into a 27 m/s mean velocity duct flow at 770 K crossflow temperature. The 152 mm square test section had 10 rows of holes with hole diameter, $D = 3.27$, and hole pitch $X=15.2$. The $X/D$ value studied was 4.6. At a constant coolant mass flow rate the wall pressure loss was reduced as $X/D$ was reduced and there was an associated reduction in the film blowing ratio, $M$. The duct air feed to the holes enhanced the backside cooling of the wall. Several walls were tested in [1], with different ratio $X/D$; hole pitch $X$ was also varied for a constant hole diameter $D$, and vice versa. Decreasing $X/D$ was the most effective way of increasing the overall cooling effectiveness, as this reduced the blowing rate without decreasing the coolant mass flow rate. This was more effective than using 30\textdegree inclined holes with an $X/D = 11$, as the hole exit velocity was much lower for the same coolant mass flow rate with 90\textdegree holes at an $X/D = 4.6$. The experimental apparatus of Andrews et al. (1990) [1] is shown in Fig.1.

The effusion wall designs investigated in this study consist of a square array of normal injection holes with an exposed squared surface area of 152 x 152 mm. The injection hole length, $L$, was 6.35mm for all the wall designs. The key design variable investigated had a 10x10 square array of holes with a total number of holes per square metre surface area, $N=4306$ holes/m$^2$, as shown in Fig.2. Because of the symmetry of the apparatus only a slice of it was used in the simulations, giving symmetry condition to the side boundary as in Fig.3.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

The overall effectiveness $\eta_{ov}$ is given by equation 1:

$$\eta_{ov} = \frac{T_g - T_w}{T_g - T_c}$$

where $T_g$ is the temperature of the hot gas, $T_c$ is the temperature of the cooling air, $T_w$ is the measured metal temperature from the imbedded thermocouples shown in Fig.2. These were located on the centreline between the effusion holes and thus were at the hottest part of the metal wall. This was done so that the measured cooling effectiveness data would be conservative. The hottest part of the metal wall would be the part to fail first and hence the determination of the hottest wall temperature was important in the experimental work. The experimental uncertainty in the determination of $\eta_{ov}$ was mainly due to the measurement of $T_c$, as $T_c$ was close to ambient temperature and the metal temperature $T_w$ was steady.

The test wall was mounted in an air cooled duct that contained the hot crossflow, heated by an 2m upstream natural gas directly fired air heater. The has gas crossflow passed through two grid plates before the test section so that a uniform temperature and velocity was achieved. The test wall was mounted 300mm downstream, of the final grid plate which had a 3% pressure loss which was typical of gas turbine combustors and generated typical levels of crossflow turbulence. A 10% crossflow turbulence was assumed in the computations. The air cooled duct had an adjustable air cooling flow rate that was adjusted to keep the duct wall at the same temperature as the middle of the test wall. This avoided radiation interchange between the test wall and the duct.

The hot gas temperature was measured by a bare bead thermocouple mounted 50 mm away from the centre of the test wall. There was no correction made for radiation losses, and it was considered that at the 27 m/s crossflow velocity the convective gain was high and the radiative loss was low, as none of the walls were water cooled. However, the error was significant, but it was considered that a suction pyrometer would be too bulky and the gas suction would interfere with the duct aerodynamics. The overall effectiveness equation is a ratio involving the temperature difference from the gas temperature, and the error was largely cancelled out. However, $T_g$ would always be low due to the radiant heat losses to the cooler walls.

Calculations of the worst case heat losses and the convection heat gain from the hot crossflow using a cylinder in a crossflow heat transfer, give the maximum $T_c$ error of 20 deg. This gives a maximum underestimation of $\eta_{ov}$ of 0.02 at the highest coolant flow rate, which gives the highest temperature difference. This is about a 4% cooling effectiveness error for the baseline cooling effectiveness of 0.5.

The experimental flat effusion walls that were modelled were made from Nimonic-75. The experimental test rigs consisted of an insulated coolant air plenum chamber mounted in the top wall of the 76-mm-deep by 152.4-mm-wide duct. The test plates, with an array of equispaced lateral and streamwise hole pitch, X, formed the bottom part of the plenum chamber which was bolted to the plenum chamber. The plenum chamber was insulated internally to prevent heat loss from the coolant to the plenum wall.

Surface averaged overall cooling effectiveness was not directly measured, but it was assumed that internal wall conduction would effectively locally average the heat transfer. This occurs at low Biot numbers which was the case in the experimental work. The choice of the worst case location in the experiments for the measuring thermocouple was to ensure that the resultant overall cooling effectiveness was conservative, as the results were to be directly applied in gas turbine combustor design. The thermocouples were located at 25.4, 51.8, 76.2, 101.6 and 127 mm from the leading edge. These locations were kept fixed for all the experimental test walls, so that comparison could be made for effusion cooling where N was a variable while the length of metal to be cooled was fixed. This enables comparison between different designs at the same axial location from the leading edge.

COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURES

The computational domain was discretised with a multiblock structured mesh generated with ANSYS ICEM CFD software. All the walls of the computational domain, except for the metal plate were modelled as adiabatic. A mass flow inlet boundary condition was used at the coolant inlet with a mass flow rate of 0.18kg/sm2 and a temperature of 300K. The hot cross flow inlet was modelled as a velocity inlet with a flow velocity of 27m/s and T=770K, corresponding to the experimental conditions. The outlet was modelled as a pressure outlet with atmospheric pressure. The turbulent intensity at the inlets was assumed 5%, although no experimental data are available.

The Reynolds number referred to the hydraulic diameter in the hot crossflow is about 27000 while it varies from 1000 to 3000 in the holes, depending on the hole. For simplicity the flow was considered fully turbulent, also because the exit region of the holes is turbulent. A realizable k-ε turbulence model was employed when assessing the sensitivity of the results to the computational mesh, since it was already employed in previous film cooling studies successfully [40-44]. A coarse mesh, made of about 600k cells, was refined in the near wall region of the plate to obtain a medium mesh of about 900k cells. To assess the grid independency of the results, the medium mesh was further refined in the plate region including the inlets and outlets of the holes. The cells affected by the refinement were split in the three directions. The fine mesh consisted of 4.3m cells. The enhanced wall treatment was used to model the flow field near the solid walls of the domain.

The flow condition used for the baseline predictions with experiments was a coolant flow of 0.18 kg/sm2bar, which is a blowing ratio, M, of 0.4. This represents about 10 % of the total combustor air flow used for film cooling, which is much lower than current effusion cooling air mass flow usage. The overall cooling effectiveness is low for the baseline, as shown in Figs. 4 and 5, with a trailing edge overall cooling effectiveness of 0.55 compared with a desired cooling effectiveness for wall survival of 0.7. The objective was to investigate the improvement in this poor performance with 90° effusion holes that could be achieved by optimization of the hole design using CFD.
Overall effectiveness along the centerline as a function of distance from the leading edge for the coarse and refined mesh for 10 rows of 90° effusion holes with an X/D of 4.6 and N = 4306/m² for a coolant mass flow rate G of 0.18 kg/sm²bar or M of 0.4.

The resultant predicted overall effectiveness was compared with the experimental results in Fig. 4 for the above coarse, medium and fine meshes. This shows that the medium mesh provides a reasonable agreement with the experimental data, with small differences with the fine mesh, therefore it was used for the rest of this study. The predictions in Fig. 4 obtained by means of the medium mesh were slightly low by about 4%, which is the same as the measurement error and hence is not significant.

The influence of the turbulence model on the overall cooling effectiveness was investigated by comparing the baseline computation that used the realizable k-ε model and comparing it with the standard k-ε, the k-ω and the SST k-ω turbulence models. This comparison is shown in Fig. 5 which shows that the influence of the turbulence model was relatively small. It should be noted that the turbulence model influences the heat transfer in the effusion wall as well as in the film cooling boundary layer. In both cases flow separation and reattachment occurs. This occurs inside the hole for the wall cooling and as a lifted jet in the film cooling boundary layer. The realizable k-ε model copes with flow separation and reattached flows well, which is why it is appropriate in the present work. Fig. 5 shows that in the present work all the turbulence models gave good agreement with the experiments, to within the +/-4% accuracy of the experimental measurements of cooling effectiveness. The maximum difference between the four turbulence models was 4% in cooling effectiveness. The realisable k- ε was used in the rest of this study.

In these computations, as in the work of Ogentade et al. (40 – 44) a scalar tracer was added to the coolant so that its mixing with the crossflow (with zero tracer gas) could be predicted and visualised. The concentration of the tracer at the wall relative to the coolant concentration is the adiabatic cooling effectiveness in the presence of heat transfer in the wall. The visualization is most useful as it shows how well attached to the wall is the coolant jets into the cross flow, in spite of the 90° holes.

The crossflow smears the coolant along the surface and produces a very thin coolant layer. The adiabatic cooling effectiveness is very low at this low coolant flow and most of the heat transfer occurs due to internal wall cooling. The peak adiabatic cooling effectiveness was 0.4 just downstream of the last rows of the ten holes. However, most of the wall was at an adiabatic cooling effectiveness of 0.15. This work concentrated on hole orientation changes that will improve the film cooling performance, or reduce the mixing of coolant and crossflow.

Fig. 7 shows the prediction of the baseline overall cooling effectiveness distribution over the effusion metal wall surface. Fig. 7 shows that the wall has a relatively low transverse profiles of cooling effectiveness. The colour contours in Fig. 7 are about 0.01 cooling effectiveness apart so that the maximum transverse gradient was predicted to be 0.02, which is very low. This was the assumption in the experimental work where thermocouples on the metal wall on the centerline between the hole, which is the edge position in Fig. 7, would measure the surface average cooling effectiveness. As the thermocouples were located at the hottest temperature region the experimental
results would be conservative. Fig. 7 shows that the axial gradient of the cooling effectiveness was significant, as also shown in Fig. 4.

The film temperature adjacent to the wall is the adiabatic temperature if there is no heat transfer to the wall. Its measurement in the present work with active heat transfer is referred to as a pseudo adiabatic cooling effectiveness.

\[ \eta_{ad} = (T_g - T_w) / (T_g - T_e) \]

The pseudo adiabatic wall cooling effectiveness was defined in the same way as for the overall cooling effectiveness, but uses the temperature of the gas adjacent to the wall at the midpoint of the square array of holes. This was a measurement of the worst case (furthest from the effusion jet centreline) heat transfer location. The pseudo adiabatic cooling effectiveness and its development with axial distance are shown in Fig. 8. Comparison with Fig. 6 shows a range of adiabatic cooling effectiveness but uses the same way as for the overall cooling effectiveness, as also shown in Fig. 4.

\[ \eta_{ad} = (T_g - T_w) / (T_g - T_e) \]

Fig. 8 Pseudo adiabatic effectiveness along the centerline as a function of distance from the leading edge.

Fig. 9 Parameter and shape modification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>43°</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>0.408</td>
<td>0.468</td>
<td>0.616</td>
<td>0.243</td>
<td>0.356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90°</td>
<td>23.7</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>0.358</td>
<td>0.409</td>
<td>0.514</td>
<td>0.216</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-5°</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>0.367</td>
<td>0.383</td>
<td>0.550</td>
<td>0.223</td>
<td>0.314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-4°</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>0.405</td>
<td>0.413</td>
<td>0.650</td>
<td>0.249</td>
<td>0.388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-3°</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>0.275</td>
<td>0.351</td>
<td>0.573</td>
<td>0.204</td>
<td>0.323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-2°</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>0.408</td>
<td>0.468</td>
<td>0.616</td>
<td>0.243</td>
<td>0.356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1°</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>0.367</td>
<td>0.383</td>
<td>0.550</td>
<td>0.223</td>
<td>0.314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0°</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>0.405</td>
<td>0.413</td>
<td>0.650</td>
<td>0.249</td>
<td>0.388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1°</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>0.275</td>
<td>0.351</td>
<td>0.573</td>
<td>0.204</td>
<td>0.323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2°</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>0.408</td>
<td>0.468</td>
<td>0.616</td>
<td>0.243</td>
<td>0.356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3°</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>0.367</td>
<td>0.383</td>
<td>0.550</td>
<td>0.223</td>
<td>0.314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4°</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>0.405</td>
<td>0.413</td>
<td>0.650</td>
<td>0.249</td>
<td>0.388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5°</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>0.275</td>
<td>0.351</td>
<td>0.573</td>
<td>0.204</td>
<td>0.323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6°</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>0.408</td>
<td>0.468</td>
<td>0.616</td>
<td>0.243</td>
<td>0.356</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Correspondence between amplification factors and actual shape variation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>43°</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>0.408</td>
<td>0.468</td>
<td>0.616</td>
<td>0.243</td>
<td>0.356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90°</td>
<td>23.7</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>0.358</td>
<td>0.409</td>
<td>0.514</td>
<td>0.216</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-5°</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>0.367</td>
<td>0.383</td>
<td>0.550</td>
<td>0.223</td>
<td>0.314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-4°</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>0.405</td>
<td>0.413</td>
<td>0.650</td>
<td>0.249</td>
<td>0.388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-3°</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>0.275</td>
<td>0.351</td>
<td>0.573</td>
<td>0.204</td>
<td>0.323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-2°</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>0.408</td>
<td>0.468</td>
<td>0.616</td>
<td>0.243</td>
<td>0.356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1°</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>0.367</td>
<td>0.383</td>
<td>0.550</td>
<td>0.223</td>
<td>0.314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0°</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>0.405</td>
<td>0.413</td>
<td>0.650</td>
<td>0.249</td>
<td>0.388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1°</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>0.275</td>
<td>0.351</td>
<td>0.573</td>
<td>0.204</td>
<td>0.323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2°</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>0.408</td>
<td>0.468</td>
<td>0.616</td>
<td>0.243</td>
<td>0.356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3°</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>0.367</td>
<td>0.383</td>
<td>0.550</td>
<td>0.223</td>
<td>0.314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4°</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>0.405</td>
<td>0.413</td>
<td>0.650</td>
<td>0.249</td>
<td>0.388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5°</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>0.275</td>
<td>0.351</td>
<td>0.573</td>
<td>0.204</td>
<td>0.323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6°</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>0.408</td>
<td>0.468</td>
<td>0.616</td>
<td>0.243</td>
<td>0.356</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Design of experiments table
maximum overall effectiveness, and the average and maximum adiabatic effectiveness.

To investigate the effects of the geometrical parameters on the output parameters, a response surface metamodel was generated from a design of experiments table. The rotation of the hole axis was varied within ±32.7 degrees, while pitches in both directions were varied from 10.64 mm to 19.76 mm. The baseline conditions were 90° and 15.2 mm. Since the mesh is simply morphed by means of RBF Morph without any remeshing, the total number of cells remains the same during the geometric variations.

The design space was filled with 15 design points generated by using a Central Composite Design sample type and optimal space filling design of experiments type. Table 2 describes the design points with the corresponding output parameters obtained after CFD simulation. The CFD simulations were performed automatically within the ANSYS Workbench environment. After the generation of the response surface, the search for the optimised configuration was performed considering the maximisation of the average overall cooling effectiveness as an objective function and a chosen minimum value for the local cooling effectiveness of 0.4 as the constraint. Blowing ratio M is being reduced. This results in an increase in cooling effectiveness as shown in Fig.10. For an increase in X or Y from the baseline, the X/D and Y/D are being increased and at constant mass flow rate this increases the pressure loss and M. This will deteriorate the cooling effectiveness, but Fig. 10 shows this is a lesser effect than the increase in cooling effectiveness when Y is reduced.

The rotation of the hole axis in both directions increases the average overall effectiveness, but has negligible effect on the minimum overall effectiveness. The angle in the co-flow direction has the greatest improvement in the overall cooling effectiveness, but the opposed flow angle is quite effective [22].

**RESULTS**

The response surface allows the investigation of the effects of the geometrical parameters on the chosen output parameters. As can be seen from Figure 10, a reduction of the pitch in the Y direction leads to a significant increase of the average overall effectiveness, while the pitch in the X direction has minor effects on it. The pitch in the Y direction has, on the contrary, a minor effect on the minimum overall effectiveness, while a maximum value is obtained for a pitch in the X direction of about 17 mm, close to the baseline condition.

Changing the pitch in the X or Y direction at constant hole diameter changes the X/D and Y/D and for values of either that are lower than the baseline X/D of 4.6 the number of holes is being increased and for the same mass flow rate the effusion wall pressure loss is being decreased, effectively the hole.
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Table 3 Candidate points as optimum, $G = 0.18$ kg/sm$^2$bar and $M = 0.4$

![Figure 11](image)

Figure 11 Comparison of the effectiveness of the candidate points and the baseline geometry.

From the response surface metamodel, three optimum candidates were obtained, according to the objective function and the constraint chosen, as shown in Table 3 for a G of 0.18 kg/sm$^2$bar. Table 3 shows that significant improvement can be obtained by modifying the geometrical parameter chosen. The same can be seen from Fig. 11, which shows the trend of average and minimum overall effectiveness in the X direction. Fig. 11 shows that the optimization process has identified geometries with significantly higher overall cooling effectiveness than the baseline. Candidate point 3 provides a flatter effectiveness curve than the other design points. This can be taken into account when high thermal gradients on the plate need to be avoided. It should be noted that all three optimum designs involve opposed flow effusion jets. These were first shown to be an effective direction for effusion jets outlets by Andrews et al. [22]. This work showed that above a critical $G$ the opposed flow jets would lift off the surface and the cooling effectiveness would then deteriorate. For low $G$, as in the
Fig. 12 Overall dimensionless temperature profiles on the centreline of the effusion holes. \((T_g - T)/(T_g - T_c)\)

Fig. 13 Wall metal overall cooling effectiveness distribution a) and on the cooled surface of the plate b) for the three candidate points

Fig. 14 Velocity vectors on the symmetry plane

Fig. 15 Maximum overall effectiveness of baseline and candidate point 3 as a function of G
present computations the opposed jets have a reverse flow by the crossflow which forces the coolant film to spread across the surface much better than inclined jets in crossflow.

Figures 12-14 compare the results obtained by the three candidate points as dimensionless gas temperature, cooling effectiveness distribution through the metal thickness and on the cooled plate, and velocity vectors, respectively. Fig. 12 shows that all three geometries have no flow separation of the coolant jets from the surface and all the coolant flow remains attached to the surface.

Fig. 14 velocity profiles also show the flow remains attached to the wall. Fig. 14 also shows that the cooling inside the holes in the wall are enhanced by the flow separation at the hole inlet which with inclined holes keeps the high velocity flow along one wall and not in the centre of the hole. Fig. 15 shows that CP1 has the best cooling effectiveness distribution and Table 1 confirms that this is the best design.

Figs. 15 and 16 show the maximum and minimum overall effectiveness, respectively, as a function of the coolant mass flow rate G for the baseline and the candidate point 3, which gives the best effectiveness. It can be seen that the same effectiveness of the baseline geometry for a given flow rate can be obtained with the optimised geometry at a much lower flow rate. For instance, a maximum effectiveness of 0.6 can be obtained by using a coolant mass flow rate of 0.6 kg/sm² with the baseline geometry and 0.1 kg/sm² with the optimized geometry. Similar results can be obtained for the minimum overall effectiveness, as a value of 0.5 can be obtained with 0.62 and 0.4 kg/sm² with the baseline and the optimized geometry, respectively. Also, it is possible to see that a further increase of the coolant flow rate after a certain value does not provide significant improvement of the effectiveness.

CONCLUSIONS

Full coverage effusion cooling was numerically investigated by means of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) for an array of effusion cooling holes in order to optimise the overall cooling effectiveness.

The influence of hole density per unit surface area, and the influence of the injection angle, on the cooling performances, was investigated computationally using Fluent. Experimental data for validation was the hot rig metal wall effusion cooling data of Andrews et al. [1] at a coolant mass flow rate of 0.18 kg/sm² bar. The baseline geometry was an X/D of 4.6 and N=4306 holes/m² with 90° holes. This showed a maximum disagreement between the prediction and the experimental data of 3%.

The hole spacing in the axial and transverse directions were optimised together with the hole injection angle. The best overall cooling effectiveness distribution was for opposed flow effusion cooling jet injection at an angle of 32.7° with an X/D of 5.2 and Y/D of 3.95 for a G of 0.18 kg/sm².

The optimised configuration was obtained considering the maximization of the average overall cooling effectiveness as a goal and a chosen minimum value for the local cooling effectiveness as a constraint. A design of experiment approach allowed the generation of response surfaces, i.e. surfaces that show the variation of the output parameters as a function of 2 input parameters for time, keeping the third input parameter constant. Results showed that the inclination of the effusion holes and the pitch in the Y direction had a greater impact on the cooling effectiveness than the pitch in the X direction, up to 17%, 28% and 5% from the baseline, respectively, within the range of values considered.

The optimisation procedure led to three candidate points, imposing the maximization of the average overall cooling effectiveness, and a minimum overall cooling effectiveness of 0.45. An optimal combination of the three parameters considered is finally proposed. Results showed that the new geometries produce improvements between 15-20% on the overall effectiveness, and 10% in adiabatic effectiveness. Furthermore, the third candidate point gives a lower thermal gradient, and therefore lower thermal stresses on the plate. Finally using the geometry proposed in the candidate point 3, an investigation on the influence of the coolant mass flow rate was undertaken. This showed that a given cooling effectiveness can be obtained with a much reduced coolant mass flow rate with respect to the baseline geometry.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nomenclature</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\eta_c$</td>
<td>Overall cooling effectiveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta_{ad}$</td>
<td>Pseudo adiabatic cooling effectiveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_g$</td>
<td>Temperature of the gas at hot inlet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_c$</td>
<td>Temperature of the air at the cold inlet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_w$</td>
<td>Temperature of the plate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{w*}$</td>
<td>Temperature of the air at 0.2 mm from the plate, on the hot side.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>Pitch in x direction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Pitch in y direction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rot</td>
<td>Rotation angle between the hole axis and the plate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>Cooling mass flow rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>Blowing ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Holes diameter</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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